THE COMPLETE
HISTORY OF
IMPERO PIZZA & NATURA
MPERO PIZZA & NATURA NATURA looks back on a long and eventful history.
It all began with Giuliano Cortelletti in the
1950s. The young hotel specialist moved to Lake Garda after training and newly married
to open a hotel. But even more appealing than Lake
Garda was nearby Verona. And even more than for
the hotel business, Giuliano Cortelletti’s heart beated
for gastronomy and especially for the pizza trade.
But the connection between gastronomy, pizza and
Verona took some time.
At the same time, the history of pizza in Verona was developing. Before pizza came from Naples to Verona, it had
already been known and loved in New York for more than 50 years. In the city of Romeo and Juliet, the first pizza
was served only in 1962 in the restaurant “Alla Costa”. “Alla Costa” was the first restaurant in Verona to have a pizza
oven, making it the first restaurant to produce pizza. At that time not only an innovation, but also sensation.
In 1968 Giuliano Cortelletti bought the restaurant “Alla
Costa”, where only six years earlier, the first pizza in the
whole of Verona was baked. Thus, he laid the foundation for the successful and prosperous family business. In
1972, the farsighted businessman founded the company
CO.TI. Restaurants S.r.l. and bought the Caffè “Impero” the
following year. His vision: to produce here and offer to the
guests exactly the pizza he always wanted to make. His
intention was to bring to life a unique and very special
place, welcoming and becoming a second living room
for everyone. In 1973, the time had finally come and the
very first pizza based on Giuliano Cortelletti’s recipe was
served at the “Impero”. The “Impero” became more and
more popular in the following years, the pizzas and hospitality became known all over the city, and so did the
Caffè itself. Several floors and rooms were added, the kitchen expanded, and the range of dishes also changed
and grew to include a variety of fresh dishes. So eventually the Caffè became a pizzeria and in 2003 it became
the “Trattoria Pizzeria Impero”.
And there were changes for “Alla Costa” as well. The restaurant, which until 2004 had its home directly under the Arco
della Costa and the famous whale bone, had to move.

The city of Verona claimed the location for the modern art gallery “Achille Forti”. In 2005, the popular
restaurant moved to Piazza Bra, right in front of the
Arena. With the move, the restaurant got a new name
and has since been called “La Costa in Bra”.
A generational change was due in 2009. Son Michael
Cortelletti took over the business from his father. In
2012 he bought the historic restaurant and pizzeria
“Olivo” in Piazza Bra. This restaurant still forms the
core business of the company today. The special
feature of “Olivo”: the pizza with a dough made with
organic spelt flour from Antico Molino Rosso, whose
enjoyment promises a more intense aroma and flavor, more protein intake, as well as antioxidants and
less gluten.
The journey continues with newly developed recipes
and more restaurants. In 2015, the “Altro Impero” pizzeria will open. The specialty here is pizzas with dough
made from natural sourdough and organic ingredients. The mother dough that goes with it was born on
March 10. A cold-pressed Zevio apple puree served
as a sugar additive to activate the natural maturation.
Since then, this precious ingredient has been kept protected from light in special ceramic pots made by Grottaglie
especially for the company. One jar is set aside for each day of the week. Guests can see the pots on the shelves
in the restaurant. The mother dough must be refreshed daily and allowed to rest for at least 24 hours before being
used for a pizza.
In 2015, the “Gelateria Impero” also opened with classic
Italian ice cream and frozen yogurt. The “Gelateria Impero” is located right in the center of Verona. The gelateria
is known for its handmade ice cream, which contains a
lot of fruit, little sugar and high-quality ingredients and is
made with a passion for traditional craftsmanship.
Once again, back to “La Costa in Bra”: on January 31, 2016,
Italy’s first gluten-free mother dough saw the light of day
here. For all people with gluten intolerance or who suffer
from celiac disease, a true step forward that means freedom for taste and enjoyment for those affected.

The portfolio was made complete by the acquisition
of Caffè Casa Mazzanti in 2019. The caffè overlooks
Piazza Erbe. The historic building is one of the most
beautiful in all of Verona: the ideal place, then, for an
espresso or aperitif.
Here we come full circle around the passion of artisan pizza making, which at the same time continues.
Giuliano Cortelletti has always remained faithful to
his dream of developing the tastiest and most honest pizza. His son Michael Cortelletti has followed in
his footsteps with just as much passion. Thanks to his
love for the “round dough patty”, he has learned the
pizza craft and at the same time appreciate it.

